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About Us
TrendyBharat, as the name suggests, is the brainchild of two modern-thinkers but culturally-inspired
persons, who dreamed of capturing the essence of ancient-modern India together. As the Indian saga
lies in “Atithi Devo Bhava”, with the creation of this online shopping destination, we ensure welcoming
our online shoppers wholeheartedly. Our platform is a spectacular mix of modern to ethnic products
reverberating with “Indianness”. Being a home to a wide array of products online, we lend a hand to
local artisans and craftsmen by connecting them to our worldwide shoppers. No matter what your
online shopping needs are, we believe in fulfilling every need by delivering great online shopping
experience. While at one hand we rejoice everything traditional, on the other hand, we take pride in
bringing an endless range inspired by today’s trends. Be it a modern shopper looking for everything
modern, or a shopper on the hunt for something unconventional, TrendyBharat brings it to you in just
a few clicks.67 Bask in Ethnicity with our Ethnic Wear Be it women shoppers, men or kids, we cater to
everybody with an amazing collection of ethnic wear. Our collection boasts traditional wear right from
Lehengas to Kurtas, Kurtis, Salwar Suits, Anarkalis and Sarees for women to Men’s Kurtas Pajamas,
Sherwanis and Accessories. Quench your Thirst for Indo-Western/ Western Outfits Here! Don’t worry
if you want to quench your thirst for everything...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/trendy-bharat/aboutus.html
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OTHER PRODUCTS:

Cotton Blend Regular Fit
Demin Jeans

Factsheet
Nature of Business

:Wholesale Sellers

CONTACT US
Trendy Bharat Dot Com
Contact Person: Kanika
E 48/9 , Okhla Industrial Area, Phase 2
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